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Our Autonomous Data Fabric is the only way to 2X your IT 
capacity and thrive in the post-COVID reality.

Cinchy’s data-as-a-network architecture makes your data instantly 
usable, with zero integration or duplication efforts. This drastically 

reduces the IT effort in creating new solutions.

Integration is obsolete.

Vaccine

cinchy.com/data-fabric

www.cinchy.com/data-fabric

www.cinchy.com/data-fabrichttps://link.cinchy.com/v2cYour new foundation for digital acceleration in a post-COVID reality 

Intelligent companies use Cinchy to build their connected future

Data Collaboration Command Centre

YOUR NEW FOUNDATION FOR DIGITAL ACCELERATION

DATA BROWSER

This approach is 
substantially faster and 
easier to implement from 
the very first project, and it 
only gets better over time. 
Unlike traditional tech 
stacks that grow more 
complicated as you add 
applications, Cinchy 
becomes more efficient 
with every new data 
source you connect.

Compounding 
Efficiency

Cinchy separates data from 
the applications that create 
it. Our Autonomous Data 
Fabric uses a network-based 
design that eliminates the 
ongoing integration work 
that otherwise consumes 
50% of your IT budget. When 
creating new solutions, 
teams leverage what’s 
already on the fabric and add 
only what they need.

Unlock 50% of 
your IT budget 

Learn more about our Data Fabric

Data Models

DATA FABRIC

A better way to build new solutions

DATA FABRIC AT 1ST PROJECT

DATA FABRIC AT 10TH PROJECT

DATA FABRIC AT 100TH PROJECT

"We continue to build the bank of the 
future, we are always looking forward 
at new technologies like Cinchy that 
contribute to operational efficiencies 
and help power new experiences."

Tim Clark
CIO at TD Bank

“Data Collaboration is changing 
the way we deliver technology 

solutions, significantly decreasing 
the time to market.”

Mihai Strusievici
VP, Global IT at Colliers “Cinchy is a strategic platform for CI to 

collaborate on data. The platform 
enables us to solve a variety of different 

challenges and supports collaboration for 
Data Workflows, Advanced Analytics and 

Business Intelligence activity."

Craig Gatten
VP, IT at CI Investments
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